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At the end of 2020, renewable energy sources constitu-
ted over 12 GW of the installed capacity in the National 
Power System. Wind energy is an important component 
of the Polish energy mix and there are many indications 
that its role will increase in the coming decades. Taking 
full advantage of the offshore wind potential will enable 
the transformation of the power system towards a low- 
emission economy and will help ensure the energy secu-
rity of the country. 

The draft of the Maritime Spatial Plan of the Polish Sea 
Areas in scale 1 : 200 000 foresees that approx. 2340 km² 
of the area will be used for offshore wind energy projects. 
This will allow for the construction of wind farms with  
a total capacity of 8-10 GW.

Since 2018, Equinor and Polenergia have been developing 
jointly three offshore wind projects with a total capacity 
of 3 000 MW. The experience of Equinor and Polenergia 
will provide new generation capacities, so vitally needed 
in the Polish power system in the coming years. 

Equinor and Polenergia collaborate in three joint ven-
tures: MFW Bałtyk I, MFW Bałtyk II and MFW Bałtyk III in 
which both partners hold 50% shares each. Equinor is the 

manager for the development, construction and opera-
tional phases. Polenergia is responsible for obtaining all 
permits and management of local affairs. Our strategy is 
to develop and build the projects to maximize the poten-
tial of social, economic and environmental benefits and 
at the same time, to minimize the impact of the projects 
on the land and sea.

MFW Bałtyk II and MFW Bałtyk III are the most mature pro-
jects. The generation capacity from both farms is up to  
1 440 MW, enough to supply more than two million Polish 
households with clean, renewable electricity. The final 
investment decision for these projects requires obtaining 
necessary permits and is planned for 2023. The MFW Bał-
tyk III project expects to start supplying power to the grid 
in 2026.

Wind power projects 
in the Baltic Sea

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Over the past years, there has been dynamic development of renewable 
energy in Poland, which is in line with the European Union’s climate policy 
and global ecotrends. 

Location of offshore wind farms in the Baltic Sea jointly developed  
by Equinor and Polenergia

Chapter

MFW Bałtyk I

MFW Bałtyk III
MFW Bałtyk II

We are the leading offshore wind developer  
in Poland
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Who are we?
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a broad energy company with a rich tradition. 
Founded in 1972 as Statoil, the company acquired 
significant experience in Norway as the largest 
operator of oil & gas fields on the Norwegian con-
tinental shelf. The company is the second-largest 
supplier of natural gas to Europe, covering more 
than 20% of European gas demand. In May 2018, 
Statoil changed its name to Equinor to empha-
size its transformation into one of the world’s lar-
gest energy producers, with interests in both oil & 
gas and renewables. In recent years, Equinor has 
translated its offshore experience into building  
a position as a global leader in offshore wind 
energy. Equinor employs approximately 21 000 
skilled workers in more than 30 countries around 
the world. Equinor was present in Poland between 
1992 and 2012 as a network of Statoil fuel stations, 
which was then (2012) sold to Couche-Tard (Circle 
K). Equinor returned to the Polish market in 2018 to 
engage in the offshore wind energy sector in the 
Baltic Sea. The ambition of Equinor is to strengthen 
Norwegian-Polish cooperation by sharing know-
ledge and experience in order to transform the 
Polish power sector.

the largest Polish, private power group consisting 
of vertically integrated companies operating in the 
field of energy generation from renewable sour-
ces and gas, electricity distribution and trading 
as well as trading in property rights and gas. With 
the huge transformation of the Polish energy mar-
ket on the horizon, Polenergia supports the efforts 
related to the development of low-carbon, clean 
and renewable energy sources, as well as the EU’s 
efforts to achieve climate neutrality. The Group’s 
mission is to improve its position as a leader trans-
forming the local energy market, leading Poland 
towards an energy mix based on clean and rene-
wable energy sources. Polenergia is involved in the 
development of onshore wind farm projects, large- 
area photovoltaic farms and advanced gas tech-
nologies, which are a key to the major hydrogen 
transformation to which the Company wants to be 
fully prepared in the coming years. To pursue its 
objectives, Polenergia uses modern and effective 
technologies and the knowledge and competence 
of its experienced team. Since January 2005, Pole-
nergia has been a public company, listed on the 
Warsaw Stock Exchange.

Chapter
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Social contribution 
policy
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Engagement with the local community 
is an important element supporting the 
long-term development strategy of our 
offshore wind farm projects. 

We treat our role in the social and economic develop-
ment of Pomerania very seriously. Our social responsi-
bility activities cover social investments, sponsorships, 
donations, and employee volunteering. We are open to 
dialogue with residents and other stakeholders and we 
intend to have a positive impact both on the life of local 
communities and on the environment.

Before implementing investment projects, we analyze 
their potential impact on the environment and local 
communities. We trust that the social policies and initia-
tives we run will be mutually beneficial and lead to closer 
cooperation in the implementation of the Pomerania’s 
development plans.

Chapter

When selecting and planning social initiatives, we will 
consider the following elements: business objectives, 
project-specific conditions and opportunities, environ-
mental impact assessments and socio-economic needs 
based on early engagement with residents.

When implementing social projects, we will share our 
knowledge and experience with the local community. 
We will also seek to increase competences in the field 
of offshore wind energy and encourage our own initia-
tives concerning, among others, environmental protec-
tion. Examples of such projects could include support for 
local sport or research initiatives in schools and univer-
sities, including environmental education activities. Social 
responsibility may also include material donations to the 
local community for their own. The scale of our social 
activities will gradually increase, proportional to the pro-
ject phase of the offshore wind farm projects.
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MFW Bałtyk III  
in numbers
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The MFW Bałtyk III offshore wind project (previously called: MFW Bałtyk 
Środkowy III) is located in the south-western part of the Baltic Sea within the 
Polish exclusive economic zone, 22 km away from the coastline. Its surface 
area is approx. 119 km². The depth of the Baltic Sea in this area ranges from 25 
to 39 meters.

Chapter

The MFW Bałtyk III project stipulates the installation of up to 
60 wind turbines. We have a number of scenarios concer-
ning the size of the wind turbines used in the project. Each 
takes into account the dynamic development of offshore 
technologies, which can increase the potential of modern 

Parametr projektu MFW Bałtyk III

Area of the farm covered by the permit [km²] 119*

Connection capacity [MW] 720

Water depth [m] 25-39

Distance from the shore [km] 22

Length of offshore cables [km] 65

Length of onshore cables to the onshore substation [km] 10

Distance from onshore substation to grid connection of TSO [km] 4

offshore wind turbines. The maximum height of the wind 
turbines (the tower and the rotor blade in top position), 
will not exceed 300 metres above sea level. However, the 
higher capacity of each wind turbine, the lower total num-
ber of wind turbines will be deployed.

MFW Bałtyk III

Ustka

Rowy

Łeba

MFW Bałtyk III with the offshore transmission infrastructure

MFW Bałtyk III area with 500 m inside buffer 

MFW Bałtyk III area

Offshore transmission infrastructure in the offshore part

Offshore transmission infrastructure in the onshore part

* The area specified in the decision on the permit to construct and use artificial islands, structures ad installations in the Polish sea areas 
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Cable corridors 
and substation 
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The electricity generated by the MFW Bałtyk III project shall be supplied by 
submarine cables to the shore in Lędowo. Then, the cables will be laid in a ditch 
running south towards the onshore substation approx. 4 km away from the 
existing “Słupsk Wierzbięcino” substation owned by the Polish Transmission 
System Operator (TSO) - Polskie Sieci Elektroenergetyczne.

Chapter
All submarine power cables shall be properly protected 
or buried on the seabed at a safe depth. The onshore 
cable lines shall be laid in the ground in accordance with 
the applicable Polish standards. The top layer of soil will 
be secured during ditch excavation and, after construc-
tion of the cable duct and laying of the power cable, the 
excavation will be restored to its original condition. Tren-
chless methods for construction of underground culverts 
will be used in some points along the cable route. All this 
to avoid interference with environmentally important 
areas such as shore passages, forest areas, protected 
habitats, and surface waters.

Landfall

Following the technical, spatial and environmental analy-
ses, Lędowo was selected as the landfall point. In order 
to minimize the impact of the project on the shore and 
the environment, preferred landfall method for cable 
installation will be the trenchless method. Consequently, 
the cables will be installed under the entire area of the 
beach in Lędowo without any interference with the natu-
ral environment, the beach and coastline.

Onshore cable corridor

In the onshore part, the transmission infrastructure cor-
ridor will run on the premises of the Ustka and Słupsk 
municipalities (Słupsk district, Pomorskie voivodship). The 
underground cable line will cross these municipalities 
approximately 15 km south of the coastline. Depending 
on the number of cables laid, the corridor width may 
reach up to 50 m. As assumed, the onshore cable corri-
dor will be routed through idle lands or arable fields. It is 
also possible that it will run along the right-of-way. The 
location of the onshore cable corridor excludes passage 
through the Natura 2000 site, although some of its sec-
tions will cross forest areas.

Components of a typical offshore wind farm

1. Offshore wind turbines 
2. Inner array cables connecting the wind turbines  

to the offshore substation
3. Offshore substation
4. Offshore export cables 
5. Landfall infrastructure connecting offshore and onshore cables

6. Onshore export cables 
7. Onshore substation 
8. Existing substation of the Polish TSO
9. Existing TSO power lines 
10. Polish households 

new offshore and onshore infrastructure built 
existing network infrastructure 

Onshore substation

For the needs of the MFW Bałtyk III, additional infrastruc-
ture is planned in the form of an onshore substation, 
which will be located along the onshore cable corridor. 
The substation will be built on arable land. Additionally, 
it is planned to build an access road with a width from 4 
to 6 m as an extension of the public road in the vicinity of 
which the onshore substation will be located. Moreover, 
the transport of heavy equipment used for the imple-
mentation of the project will require upgrading the local 
road infrastructure, i.e. extension, alteration and overhaul 
of short sections of the existing public roads. All moderni-
zation works will be carried out at the investor’s expense, 
which will also benefit the residents..

1

3

2
4

7

6

5

8

9
10

Author: Kevin English, Copyright Equinor Equinor Dudgeon Kevin English sun_rays
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Permitting  
process 
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Preparation of the offshore wind farm 
design is a multi-year process. From 
obtaining the first administrative 
decision (permit) to the commencement 
of construction, it may take up to 10-12 
years. During this time, the necessary 
documentation is being prepared, efforts 
are being made to obtain the required 
permits and environmental surveys are 
being conducted.

Chapter

March August 

July 

March 

July March 
2 0 1 2 2 0 1 2

2 0 1 6

2 0 1 9

2 0 1 3 2 0 1 4

MFW Bałtyk III obtained  
a decision on the permit  
to construct and use artificial 
islands, structures ad 
installations in the Polish sea 
areas, also referred to as the 
location permit.

MFW Bałtyk III obtained the 
connection conditions from 
the transmission system 
operator.

MFW Bałtyk III obtained a 
decision on environmental 
conditions.

MFW Bałtyk III obtained the 
decision on environmental 
conditions for the offshore 
transmission infrastructure.

MFW Bałtyk III obtained 
a permit/agreement 
establishing the location and 
conditions for maintaining 
offshore cables in marine 
areas.

For the onshore infrastructure 
(cable route, substation)  
it is necessary to obtain many 
separate location permits.  
If the cable route passes 
through communes not 
covered by a local development 
plan, it is necessary to issue an 
additional decision concerning 
the location of the public-
purpose investment project.

The building permit is issued by 
the Voivodship Governor on the 
basis of the technical design 
of the wind farm and permits 
obtained by the investors at 
earlier stages, including the 
environmental decision. This is 
the last permit required prior 
to the commencement of 
construction.
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Environmental  
impact assessment 
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The MFW Bałtyk III project, as an installation located in the Polish exclusive 
economic zone of the Baltic Sea and using wind energy for electricity 
generation, is, in accordance with national law, a project which may always 
have a significant impact on the environment. 

Chapter

Therefore, the implementation of such an investment 
project requires an environmental impact assessment 
(EIA) at the stage of issuing the decision on environmen-
tal conditions, and in some cases it may require such 
an assessment at the stage of issuing the building per-
mit decision (the so-called subsequent environmental 
impact assessment).

An EIA is a process in which the potential impact of the 
planned project on the environment and local commu-
nities is assessed. The effects may be positive or nega-
tive, and it is our obligation to strive to strengthen the 
positive and minimize the negative impacts. Reduction 
of negative impacts can be achieved through project 
decisions as well as by proposing appropriate mitigation 
measures.

In order to understand the local environmental conditions and how we can reduce and mitigate our project’s potential 
impacts, a number of surveys, studies and analyses have been carried out. The results of the above activities are pre-
sented in the Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIA Report).

The EIA defines, analyses and evaluates:
 ■ the direct and indirect impact of the project on:

 ■ environment and people, including human health 
and living conditions,

 ■ tangible property,
 ■ monuments,
 ■ landscape, including cultural landscape,
 ■ interaction between the aforementioned compo-

nents,
 ■ availability of mineral resources;

 ■ risk of serious failures as well as natural and construc-
tion disasters;

 ■ possibilities and methods of preventing and reducing 
the negative impact of the project on the environment 
(mitigation actions);

 ■ required scope of monitoring.

Environmental impact assessment procedure

Due to the location of the MFW Bałtyk III project in maritime 
areas along the coast of the Pomeranian Voivodeship, 
the competent authority to carry out the EIA procedure 
and issue the decision on environmental conditions for 
the project is the Regional Director for Environmental Pro-
tection in Gdańsk.

The EIA procedure includes in particular:
 ■ verification of the EIA Report;
 ■ obtaining opinions and approvals required by law;
 ■ ensuring the possibility of public participation in the 

procedure, including 30 days for submitting com-
ments and requests to the necessary documentation 
of the case.

The authority issuing the environmental decision incor-
porates the comments and conclusions of the public 
consultations and the findings and opinions of the com-
petent authorities.

Author: Sonja Chirico Indrebø - Copyright Equinor Equinor - IMG_2448
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Environmental surveys

From June 2012 to September 2014, comprehensive 
surveys of the marine environment were conducted on 
a scale previously unseen in Poland. They included the 
area of the planned offshore wind farms and their direct 
vicinity. Leading Polish and foreign experts carried out 
numerous analyses using international test methods in 
the survey.

The environmental surveys included:
 ■ organisms living on the seabed – sampling and analy-

sis, underwater observations;
 ■ survey of fishing and hydroacoustic measurements, 

underwater observations;
 ■ marine mammals – monitoring with the use of porpo-

ise detectors, air observations, modeling of underwa-
ter noise intensity;

 ■ observations of wintering and migratory birds, monito-
ring with radars, recording of sound at night, analysis 
of the risk of collision, modeling of habitats;

 ■ acoustic monitoring of bats;
 ■ meteorological and hydrological parameters;
 ■ seabed – deep structure, relief, physical and chemi-

cal properties of sediments, modeling of disintegration 
of suspended matter, monitoring of underwater noise 
intensity.

The results of the one and a half year research pro-
gram and series of specialized analyses, together with 
the assessment of the impact on individual elements 
of the environment, are included in the Environmental 
Impact Assessment Report (EIA Report), which has over 
5 000 pages. The EIA Report was submitted to the Regio-
nal Directorate for Environmental Protection in Gdańsk 
after the environmental impact assessment. On its basis, 
the environmental decision is issued. The non-technical 
summary of the information contained in the EIA Report, 
for each element of the report, is an integral part of the 
EIA Report. 

Environmental Impact Assessment  
process

In July 2016, we were the first in Poland to obtain the deci-
sion on environmental conditions for the MFW Bałtyk III 
project (previously called MFW Bałtyk Środkowy III), issued 
by the Regional Director for Environmental Protection in 
Gdańsk.

In 2014, we obtained a complete set of permits for laying 
cables on the seabed, and in March 2019 we obtained the 
decision on environmental conditions for this infrastruc-
ture.

Recent years have seen dynamic changes on the glo-
bal offshore wind market. The technological progress 
included the availability of more modern wind turbines 
with increasing power. Manufacturers announce that by 
2022, wind turbines with a unit capacity equal to or gre-
ater than 12 MW will be available on the market. The first 
installations of this class currently tested have even lar-
ger diameters of rotors, higher design heights, and thus 
higher energy efficiency.

Based on the results of wind measurements and preli-
minary survey of the geological conditions carried out in 
2017-2019, we concluded that we are able to optimize the 
planned offshore wind farm in terms of productivity (the 
amount of electricity it can produce per year), investment 
costs and environmental impact. The use of currently 
designed turbines would increase the efficient use of the 
wind energy in this area, ensuring the maximum effect 
in terms of climate change mitigation and reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions at the power system scale. In 
order to prevent possible cumulative impacts of the MFW 
Bałtyk III with other offshore wind farms located in the 
vicinity of an area important for birds – the Słupsk Bank, 
we decided to create an undeveloped migration corri-
dor. It will enable the birds to migrate to the Słupsk Bank 
from the north-eastern direction in autumn and from this 
area in spring in the north-eastern direction. Therefore, 
on the basis of a new concept and on the basis of the 

location permit, taking into account the latest techno-
logical and environmental solutions, we have prepared 
a new environmental report and, following an impact 
assessment and public consultations, a new decision on 
environmental conditions will be obtained.

Author: Eskil Eriksen - Copyright Equinor  Equinor - IMG_0476
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Public  
consultation
Throughout the entire development process for the MFW Bałtyk III project, 
we invariably engage in cooperation with local communities and other 
stakeholders in order to openly inform about the project. 

When possible, we will use local knowledge to fine-tune 
our cooperation model. We want to understand what is 
important to you and to hear suggestions for improve-
ment of our plans related to the MFW Bałtyk III project.

In 2015, before submitting the environmental report 
to the competent authorities, we carried out an edu-
cation and information campaign that lasted over  
a year. Our goal was to familiarize all interested parties, 
in particular local communities and other users of the 
Baltic Sea, with our offshore wind farm project and thus 
to increase the knowledge about the potential impact of 

the project on the environment and mitigating actions 
aimed at reducing or eliminating this impact. The cam-
paign included a number of measures, such as meetings 
with local authorities and the maritime administration, 
consultations with representatives of the fishing commu-
nity, open days for residents, a regional knowledge com-
petition in primary and secondary schools, launching the 
project website, and an information campaign on the 
project in local media.

January

March*

November

FebruarySeptember

April 

July
2 0 1 6

2 0 2 1

2 0 1 5

2 0 2 12 0 1 9

2 0 1 5

2 0 1 6

public consultations

public consultations of a new environmental decision

* 1st of February – 2nd of March – the dates set by the Regional Directorate for Environmental 
Protection in Gdańsk - the authority leading the public consultation process

application for the issue of  
a new environmental decision

application for the 
environmental decision

granting of the environmental 
decision
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Questions  
and answers 

What benefits will the construction of 
offshore wind farms in the Baltic Sea 
bring to local communities?

Will offshore wind farms be visible from 
the shore?

The construction of offshore wind farms is a driving force 
of the Polish economy. It is also a great opportunity for 
economic development of the Pomerania region. The key 
benefits of such projects relate to supporting the labor 
market and creating new employment opportunities 
throughout Poland. The construction of offshore wind 
farms may also be an important driver for the growth of 
ports in Gdańsk, Gdynia, Szczecin and Świnoujście, which 
may become the main centers of logistic bases for such 
facilities in the area of the southern Baltic Sea. Ports in 
Łeba, Ustka and Darłowo can become the key service and 
maintenance centers serving the offshore power sector. 
Wind farms in the Polish sea areas can be constructed 
with a dominant share of deliveries and services of Polish 
entrepreneurs. This means that the so-called offshore 
investment project supply chain may become an impor-
tant Polish export specialization. It is also a measurable 
financial support for local authorities relating to additional 
tax revenues from operation of offshore wind farms. The 
construction of such investment projects is a huge chal-
lenge and the success of the project and the involvement 
of domestic suppliers largely depend on the preparation 
of the Pomerania region, which will be the place of major 
investment projects. It is estimated that the construction 
of wind farms with the power output of approx. 6 GW may 
provide the budget of local and state authorities with the 
amount of PLN 15 billion of revenues from taxes and fees1.

In accordance with the applicable law, the construction 
and use of the offshore wind farms is prohibited in the 
internal waters and the territorial sea. Therefore, the wind 
turbines of the MFW Bałtyk III will be located more than 22 
km away from the Polish coast. This means that they visi-
bility from land, from the buildings located in the coastal 
region, will be low. As part of the environmental impact 
assessment for the MFW Bałtyk III, an extensive analy-
sis of the marine landscape was carried out, taking into 
account the visualization of wind turbines under different 
visibility conditions (variable meteorological conditions 
and different parts of the day) at 10 selected observa-
tion points exposed to the sea. The analysis showed that 
the MFW Bałtyk III may be visible from the coastline at  
a length of approx. 80 km only from the beach, ports, 
ferries, tourist paths or points located at a significant 
height, e.g. a lighthouse, but will not adversely change the 
marine landscape. Due to the pioneer nature, the plan-
ned investment project may be a regional attraction and 
attract tourists.

1 McKinsey & Company; The Development of Offshore Wind Energy in 
Poland. Prospects and assessment of the impact on the local economy, 
2016 Author: Kevin English, Copyright - Equinor Equinor Dudgeon Kevin English - ESVAGT_sunset
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Will it be possible to navigate across 
the area of the offshore wind farm and 
conduct fishing there?

How will the offshore wind farm affect 
organisms living on the seabed?

How will the offshore wind farm affect 
birds flying over its area?

In accordance with the provisions of the draft of the 
Maritime Spatial Plan of the Polish Sea Areas in scale 
1:200 000, the area of the MFW Bałtyk III is located within 
the boundaries of the water region POM.45 E. The project 
assumes for this water region 9 permissible functions, inc-
luding, i.a., transport and fishing. Prior to issuing the buil-
ding permit for the MFW Bałtyk III, the rules of fishing in the 
area of offshore wind farms will be developed. At the time 
of commencement of construction, it will be required to 
introduce a temporary ban on fishing and navigation in 
the area of the farm occupied for construction, together 
with 500 m of a safety zone around the water region. 
During the operation of the MFW Bałtyk III, shpping and/or 
fishing restrictions may be imposed, especially in places 
that threaten the safety of the internal technical infra-
structure and its individual components.

When preparing the design of the MFW Bałtyk III offshore 
wind farm, comprehensive surveys of the marine environ-
ment were carried out, also with respect to organisms 
living on the seabed, the so-called macrozoobenthos. 
The surveys showed that at the construction stage, the 
most important impacts will relate to the foundation, 
which will occupy approx. 0.89 km2, i.e. 1% of the farm 
area. However, at the operation stage, the most impor-
tant impacts will be associated with the occupation of 
the seabed area and creation of an “artificial reef”, which 
is a positive phenomenon and consists in the settlement 
of a new substrate by periphyton organisms, macrophy-
tes, invertebrates. The restoration of the qualitative status 
of macrozoobenthos will take place after one year at the 
latest from the period of the reproduction of species, and 
the restoration of the quantitative status will take place 
after 3-5 years, i.e. after the period in which the longest 
living specimen reach the maximum size and biomass.

When preparing the design of the MFW Bałtyk III, surveys 
of the marine environment were carried out, also in the 
field of migratory birds. During the observations lasting 
more than one year, 109 species of seabirds were found 
in the MFW Bałtyk III area and in the buffer zone, out of 
which 14 were taken into account in the detailed assess-
ment. These are red-throated and black-throated loons, 
great cormorant, swans, Eurasian wigeon, long-tailed 
duck, velvet scoter, melanitta, common crane, Eurasian 
gold plover, little gull, black-headed gull, razorbill and 
common wood pigeon. The barrier effect relating to the 
construction and subsequent operation of the MFW Bał-
tyk III will be negligible or minor, as the change in the route 
associated with bypassing the construction site will con-
stitute only a small part of the entire migration route. In 
addition, the barrier effect is a low intensity impact for all 
bird species, as bypassing or passing over the farm area 
or construction vessels involves low additional energy 
outlay. Since a significant part of birds fly close to the 
water surface, the basic action to minimize bird collisions 
will be to determine the clearance between the lower 
position of the rotor wing and the sea surface at a mini-
mum of 20 m. Additionally, the blade tips will be painted 
with bright colors, the lighting of the wind turbine will be 
minimized in night conditions, and the towers will be of 
a solid structure. In order to prevent possible negative 
impacts accumulated with other offshore wind farms, an 
undeveloped migration corridor between MFW Bałtyk III 
and the neighbouring offshore wind farm project will be 
created, which will allow for the migration of the long-ta-
iled duck to the Słupsk Bank area from the north-eastern 
direction during autumn migration and from this area 
north-eastwards during spring migration.

Author: George Tweed, Copyright Equinor Equinor Dudgeon George Tweed grey_skies

Author: George Tweed, Copyright Equinor Equinor Dudgeon George Tweed grey_skies
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How will the offshore wind farm affect fish?

During the surveys of the sea environment, 19 species of 
fish were found in the MFW Bałtyk III area and in the buffer 
zone, out of which 8 were taken into account in the deta-
iled assessment. These include: sprat, herring, codfish, 
European flounder, plaice, turbot, gobies and common 
seasnail. During construction stage impacts on fish will 
occur, mainly related with noise and vibration emission 
relating to the driving of foundation piles. In order to 
minimize these impacts, it is planned to apply measu-

res reducing the level of noise. An example may be the 
use of bubble curtains. The most important impacts on 
fish during the operation stage will be associated with 
the creation of an “artificial reef” where fish may find 
shelter and favorable breeding conditions, especially if 
the maritime administration authorities impose possible 
restrictions on commercial fishing in the area of the farm.

How will the offshore wind farm affect seabirds?

As part of the environmental impact assessment pro-
cess for the MFW Bałtyk III, comprehensive surveys of the 
marine environment were carried out, also with regard to 
resident birds. 28 species of seabirds were found in the 
MFW Bałtyk III area and in the buffer zone, out of which 
9 were taken into account in the detailed assessment. 
These are long-tailed duck, European herring gull, velvet 
scoter, melanitta, razorbill, guillemot, black-throated 
loon, red-throated and black-throated loons, and little 
gull. At the farm construction stage, impacts on seabirds 
will occur, resulting from the emission of noise, light and 

increased vessel traffic, which will cause their migration 
to places with more favorable living conditions. Since  
a significant part of birds fly close to the water surface, the 
basic action to minimize the farm impact at the stage of 
its operation will be to determine the clearance between 
the lower position of the rotor wing and the sea surface 
at a minimum of 20 m. Additionally, it is proposed to paint 
the blade tips with bright colors, minimize the lighting of 
the wind turbines in night conditions and use towers of  
a solid structure.

How will the offshore wind farm affect sea mammals?

When preparing the design of the MFW Bałtyk III offshore 
wind farm, comprehensive surveys of the marine environ-
ment were carried out, also in the field of sea mammals, 
including: porpoises, gray and harbor seals. During con-
struction stage impacts on sea mammals will occur, 
mainly related with noise and vibration emission rela-
ting to the driving of foundation piles and an increase 
in suspended matter concentration in water. In order to 
eliminate these impacts, it is planned to apply measu-
res reducing the level of piling noise. For example, bub-

ble curtains may be used and proper organization of 
the construction process may be ensured, to provide at 
least one break in the piling process every two months, 
not longer than 4 days, but such breaks may also result 
from weather conditions. The most important impacts on 
sea mammals at the wind farm operation stage will be 
associated with the creation of an “artificial reef”, where 
mammals could potentially find rich fish stocks constitu-
ting their basic food.

How will the offshore wind farm affect bats?

More than one-year long surveys of the marine environ-
ment for the needs of the MFW Bałtyk III project also con-
cerned bats. During the surveys, single cases of one bat 
species occurrence – common noctule, were found. Fur-
ther farm facilities created during the construction pro-
cess may be used by bats as new hiding places and stops 
on the migration route. In addition, increased vessel traffic 
and structures above the water surface will be associa-
ted with increased insect concentration. Bats, attracted 
to the construction area in this way, may be exposed to 

collisions with vessels and wind turbines under construc-
tion. During the operational phase, bats may be killed as 
a result of collision with the rotors of operating wind turbi-
nes or rapid decompression due to pressure shock from 
flying close to a rotor wing (known as barotrauma). After 
the commencement of the investment, post-implemen-
tation monitoring is planned, consisting of a surveys of 
bat activity in the vicinity of wind turbines.
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Give us  
your feedback
Our approach to stakeholder engagement consists of a systematic 
identification of persons, communities, institutions, organizations and 
authorities that may have an impact on our activities or be affected  
by the development of this project. 

Therefore, we engage in a continuous dialogue, listening 
to the needs of our stakeholders and learning about their 
opinions, and observations. We share information about 
the project, answer questions and, when necessary, cla-
rify any reservation they may have.

Engaging with our stakeholders helps us to understand 
the expectations and specific local needs, ambitions and 
values of the local community in order to meet current 
and future challenges together. Communication with our 
stakeholders is conducted in an ethical and transparent 
manner.

Therefore, we strongly encourage all interested parties to 
share their comments and opinions on all aspects rela-
ted to the development of the MFW Bałtyk III projects and 
to ask questions using the contact form below. Click! 

Author: Kevin English, Copyright Equinor Equinor Dudgeon Kevin English orange_sky
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Contact  
details

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Chapter

Our activities provide access to all stakeholders, which is particularly 
important in view of the current limitations of the COVID-19 pandemic.

EventsVirtual 
exhibition

Announcements

Website Direct  
contact

Digital and printed materials

A special virtual gallery dedicated 
to consultations has been made 
available for more information 
and feedback:  
www.wystawa.baltyk3.pl/en 

We will be in constant contact 
with local media to provide local 
communities with up-to-date 
information on MFW Bałtyk III 
project. Local information points 
will display announcements 
on how to participate in the 
consultations.

The project brochure will be submitted by mail to selected local authorities.  
It will also be made available online via a website.

The grievance form will be sent together with the consultation leaflet.  
It will also be made available online via a website.

All our information materials can be ordered as hard copies if not already 
provided. To do this, please contact us using the details given in the Direct 
contact.

The website contains all 
information about the project 
and news: www.baltyk3.pl/en

The project’s email is open to questions and comments: info@baltyk3.pl

You can also send letters to the postal address:  
MFW Bałtyk III Sp. z o.o.  
ul. Krucza 24/26, 00-526 Warsaw

Where possible, consultation meetings will be held to discuss our 
proposals and express your opinion. Stakeholder meetings and 
information sessions may be organized with local authorities and key 
stakeholder groups. Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, these 
events will be organized online in the form of virtual meetings and 
online seminars available through our websites.

Author: Ole Jørgen Bratland -Statoil - OJB3004HI
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